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On Tour with the MGCC
Caledonian Centre

When we were planning our stay in England, John went looking for
MGCC events in case we could join up with some of these. The
most attractive to me, as I have fallen in love with Scotland and its
amazing islands, was the MGCC Caledonian Chapter’s tour of
Northern Scotland and the Orkney Islands. We were lucky enough
to secure a spot on the tour.
We met the group in Tain, on the east coast
of Scotland, and the next day set off for the
Orkneys. First, can I say how welcome we
were made feel by the Scots, and also by
the English on the trip. Add to this the
presence of Canadian Peter Mittler, who we
had met at the National Meeting in WA and
who knows our good friend Dave Godwin,
and the mood was set for a fabulous tour.

“It was a
fabulous seven
days spent in
convivial
company”

Two themes cover out visit to the Orkneys: Wars and modern
history, and Neolithic Orkney.
First we visited the Island of Hoy and the Scarpa Flow museum. The
museum comprises the entire area once used by the Royal Navy
as its major base. The Scarpa Flow harbour sheltered the British
fleet in both WWI and WWII. Now decommissioned, the base is

FROM THE CHAIR
Since taking over as Chairman
in April, from David Reid, it has
been a very interesting nine
months!
The MG Car Club like many
other of the longer established
car clubs is finding difficulty in
attracting younger members.
Many classic clubs operate with
complete informality needing
only a mobile phone and a
Facebook page to operate
successfully. But somehow we
need to attract, and retain,
these people for the continued
success of the Club.
Two of the shows we attended
this year, Dumfries and Ignition,
were geared to younger people
and perhaps surprisingly, as you
can read elsewhere, the GT V8
at Dumfries drew a lot of
attention. We will return to both
in 2018, possibly with the support
of the ZED Register, in our
continued pursuit of the
younger member!
Our 25th Anniversary 3 Day Tour
in the Borders was well
supported, and had an
unusually high content of T types
and earlier models. We made a
second successful trip to Orkney
and a first to Arran and the
Centre continues to be held in
high regard for the quality of it’s
tours. But it’s getting difficult to
find new places and roads in
Scotland so you may find a
slight departure from this side of
the border in years to come….!
As always none of the events
can be arranged without the
help of a hard working team of
committee and others and I’m
grateful for their efforts this year.
A few will retire in April and
enthusiastic replacements are
always welcome… Step this
way!
Bob MacGillivray
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SECRETARY’S REPORT

one large outdoor museum, with some of the remaining buildings
housing both video and static presentations.

We have had another successful
year in the Caledonian Centre
with our membership ever
creeping up. Although the
membership is always
fluctuating we currently have
around 383 – 390 members. We
are one of the smaller Centres in
the UK but our percentage rise
in membership is one of the
best. I recently attended the
MGCC Council meeting and it
seems to me that we are one of
the most successful Centres in
respect of attracting members,
attracting committee members
and helpers and even
attendees at our AGMs. Please
do not be complacent though,
as we can still benefit from a
greater response to these
positions.

John’s comment, as a colonial, was that he did not realise the
significance of this harbour in the far north of Great Britain.
Basically, from this point the British were able to keep an eye on
the German North Sea fleet and keep them ‘boxed in’ on the
coast. Of course, the Germans still had Atlantic access via the
Baltic, but stopping activity directly onto the North Sea was
critical.

The committee this year has
been subdivided into smaller
teams to concentrate our
talents to specific areas and this
seems to be working well. Our
committee handbook is also
well on its way.
Our full programme of events for
2018 is now complete and we
look forward to seeing everyone
at least one of these events.
The Car Club has asked that we
chase up email addresses for
easy communication. Therefore
if you have not provided that
information or it has changed
could you either contact them
or me at mgcalsec@yahoo.com
The AGM will be on Tuesday 3rd
April 2018 at 7:30pm, in the
Royal Hotel, Bridge of Allan.
Coffee, tea and biscuits will be
available from 7:00pm.

After the Armistice in November 1918, the German fleet was
corralled in Scarpa Flow for the time it took to negotiate a
surrender (held up by the British demanding reparation for the
costs of the war) and this was still in progress in April 1919. At this
time the Germans, thinking the truce had failed and in order to
ensure that their ships did not fall into enemy (ie British) hands,
scuttled the fleet.
Following the war, the biggest salvage operation in then naval
history took place in this harbour. Ships this big had never been
salvaged before and so the Salvage company had to invent new
salvage methods to effect retrieval of the vessels. Information
about this salvage operation was fascinating.
Move forward to WWll: of particular interest to us was the sinking of
HMS Royal Oak during WWII while it lay at harbour in Scarpa Flow.
Block ships had been sunk in four of the possible entrances to the
harbour and this was thought to be sufficient to protect the fleet
from German U-boats. However, this turned out to be incorrect
and a U-boat did sneak in and torpedo the Royal Oak. Churchill,
then Lord of the Admiralty, visited Scarpa Flow and immediately
ordered the closure of the four entrances by means of dumping
huge concrete blocks across the channels, effectively closing
them. These barriers became known as Churchill’s Barriers. Today,
they carry road traffic and effectively link parts of the island.
Due to a shortage of manpower, the British utilised the Italian
POWs captured in North Africa to build the barriers. The Italian
prisoners strongly felt the need for a place to worship and the
British made this possible by providing them with two Nissan huts
which were joined together to forma chapel. The Italians then
decorated the chapel and it remains to the present day, still used
for worship, as a record of their presence.
The Orkneys have been inhabited since Neolithic times and there
are many archaeological sites to see on the islands. Maeshowe, a
Neolithic tomb is one of these. From the outside Maeshowe looks
like a grassy knoll, though a very perfect one! However, on one
side there is a low entrance, not much more than a metre high.
This entrance leads to a six metre long tunnel which ends in a
large central room about five metres in height. Three sides of the
square room contain an embrasure cut into the wall and these
were used to house the bones of the people entrusted to the
tomb. Vikings, sheltering from a storm, broke into the tomb and

If there is a topic that you would
like to discuss at the AGM,
please contact me with the
subject well in advance so that
we can include it in the agenda.
mgcalsec@yahoo.com or
telephone 01236 739758.
Nancy Crichton
Maeshowe - Neolithic Tomb
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graffitied the walls: this graffiti is now almost as important
historically as the Neolithic construction of the tomb.

FROM THE TREASURER

Then it was off to the Ring of Brodger, a very large ring of standing
stones, Ness of Brodger, a recently discovered (2002) Neolithic
‘village’ which is currently being excavated, and also Scara Brae,
a Neolithic village which was built underground.

2017 has been all quiet on the
Banking front and all has been
running smoothly. Our bank
correspondence has only twice
addressed me as “Mrs Duncan”
so far this year so I guess that is
progress!

Scara Brae is extraordinary. Eight houses were discovered after a
fierce storm stripped the turf from the top of one of the houses
exposing the remains of the underground house below. The
houses are all built to a pattern with a hearth in the middle, two
beds on facing walls and a stone dresser for storage and display.
All the houses were connected by underground tunnels and,
considering their age, are in remarkable condition today.
It was a beautiful sunny day
so it seemed the perfect
time to take the top down
and go for a scenic drive
through some magnificent
countryside to visit the
memorial to HMS Hampshire
and the men lost when, with
L o rd
K i tc h en er,
th en
Secretary of State for War,
on board it struck a mine and exploded. The seas were wild and
many of the men who survived the explosion subsequently died
from exposure.
The rest of the tour took us
across the north coast of
Scotland to John o’Groats,
the most northern inhabited
point in Scotland, and then
down the west coast with its
ru gged
sc en er y
and
numerous lochs. This is a
beautiful part of Scotland
and the winding roads well
suited to MG driving. As usual, whenever we stopped a bonnet
went up and everyone gathered around. John and I were
particularly fascinated by the fact that most of the cars were
Roadsters and whenever it was not actually raining all the hoods
came down, even if, to us, it still felt like winter. The temperature
never did get above 16C even on a sunny day!
It was a fabulous seven days spent in convivial company and we
thank Douglas, the organiser, and David and Jackie who kept us
on track and in line during the tour. Thank you to all our new MG
Caledonian and UK friends for your generous hospitality. We hope
to see you some time in Sydney so we can repay some of your
generous MG hospitality.
Ros & John Bastian

Our Club year end is nearly at a
close and, again, without
wishing to pre-judge the AGM
report that I will give, I am able
to say that we have had
another successful year
financially. At the time of
writing, we have not taken any
advance entry fees for 2018
events, and in spite of that, we
have a very healthy bank
balance.
Included in our cash balances
this year, is a very generous
donation of £1,500 from the
Estate of the late Isobel Smith.
This has been segregated in our
balance sheet and excluded
from our trading surplus. The
donation has been marked as
for special purposes yet to be
defined.
Between events sponsorship
and that of general sponsorship
for the Centre, we have so far
received £2,900, which
accounts for almost all our net
surplus for the year to date. I
would like to thank our sponsors
most sincerely for their support.
Our very active regalia officers,
Barclay Henderson, and now
Tony Smith ably assisted by
Lorraine Noble-Thompson, have
also produced what is likely to
be an excellent surplus for 2017.
The cash surpluses from our
events (before sponsorship),
more or less covers all our cash
outflows for 2017, so our
overheads are well under
control. I will give a fuller report
at our AGM in 2018.
Leslie Duncan
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Attending the MGC 50th Anniversary Celebrations
Chateau Impney June 7-11 2017.
Bob MacGillivray asked me to pen something about Christine’s and my journey taking DSU600G our
late 1968 (“series II”) MGC GT from our home on Skye to the MGCC C-Register gathering in June 2017.
As most will know the MGC is a love it or loathe it car and with so few in use in Scotland it is a very,
very rare sight on our roads here, (there are none that I know of in North West Scotland other than
ours at present and this has been the case during our ownership). Of course at events such as the MG
Gathering of the Clans each September there have been up to four displayed in recent times, the
other three, besides ours, driven from the Central belt to Doune or St Andrews, but looking so much
like an MGB to untrained or disinterested eyes an MGC rarely attracts much interest at classic park-up
and display events.

two years).

When we heard in 2015 that a 50th Anniversary
Celebration for the MGC was being planned by
Ginnie and Barry Cartmell (MGCC MGC Registrars
for the past 25 years) we were quick to express our
interest even though it involved being away from
our business for almost a week in June 2017, the
date planned. As such we were allocated Entrant
Number 19. (On the main day, June 10th 2017) 217
yes 217, turned up - the largest ever gathering of
MGC’s worldwide until now; (except of course
when possibly at least that many stood unsold, even
unwanted, at MG’s Factory in Abingdon in 1969!!
That was when University Motors, a large London
MG Distributor stepped in and purchased virtually
all the stock since production had ceased after only

Driving considerable distances is a necessary hazard living in the North West Hebrides to get
anywhere and thus our CGT is one that does get USED. It is no trailer queen! We drove her to the 2012
MGB 50th Anniversary Celebration culmination event at Blenheim Palace in September 2012 covering
over 3 days that 1500 mile return journey and what a washout it was weather wise as any of the 4000
entrants - mostly MGB’s - will remember as well as anyone reading this in the Caledonian Centre who
had a stand there will recall. Such a shame. Our journey then was without incident other than almost
constant use of windscreen wipers except we lost a front shock absorber bottom link bolt going down
to Blenheim and therefore had an oscillating near side front suspension
motion for three quarters of that long trip as the torsion bar had to cope
with road undulations without the dampening effect of the telescopic
near side front Shock absorber.
Amongst many other long journeys worth mentioning in our MGC we did
the North Coast 500 over 4 days and three nights (NC500) anticlockwise
Portree to Inverness, to Thurso, to Cape Wrath, Assynt and Applecross in
May 2016.
So for the Chateau Impney event we had prepared our car to the best
mechanical standard we could (everything we do, and always have
done, ourselves) - there is a need to be self-sufficient in North West Britain,
where any classic cars are very few and “specialists” non-existent. Being
an Ex-Jaguar Student Mechanical Apprentice and knowledgeable as a
qualified engineer in a luddite way associated with pre-Electronic-ECU –
controlled-“modern” cars helps any “deficiency”.
However also owning a, now, 70 year old 1947 Rover 16 P2 since 1985
does mean that although 22 years its junior the MGC fortunately still
allows my belts and braces approach…..We’ve driven the P2 all over
Benelux and France - even an incursion into West Germany because we
found the Rover in Antwerp when living in Belgium and the Rover has
been to many areas in UK since we returned with it to live on Skye in 1990.
But…..that is another story.
On a very wet day we set off south on Tuesday June 5th with rain and
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mucky roads, the spray through Glasgow and on the motorways was horrendous in the small MGC as
you who drive amongst trucks and fast coaches and white vans all at 70 mph know. Skye’s single
track roads and out of season “tranquillity” far from our minds once getting anywhere near Glasgow!
After an overnight in Carlisle we had better conditions for our arrival day to Droitwich where Chateau
Impney is. We, along with all MGC entrants from 14 countries! were most warmly welcomed and what
a fraternity MGC Owners are. Fabulous. Fabulous.
We put so many faces to names we have “been friends with on the internet” for quite a few years. Of
course most MGC owners in UK know one another since the C-Register has annual events all well
attended, but this was of course our first time amongst kindred spirits.
In “Safety Fast” and “MG Enthusiast” if such events are of interest to you the reader, you have no
doubt already read a chronological record of four incredible days spent in a wonderful building,
terrific organisation, famous MGC’s in attendance including HRH Prince of Wales own MGCGT (Reg
SGT755F) presented new to him by the Queen for his 21 st birthday; “Romeo” one of two surviving MG
Factory Competitions Department “Sebring” Lightweight Racing MGCGT’s, and Tim Hodgkinson’s
(MGCC C-Register Historian) MGC Roadster Prototype (Reg FRX692C) a stunning show car absolutely
immaculate and the subject of many magazine articles. Amongst the entrants with cars, were Harvey
Heath and Jane Howarth with their blue 1970
MGC GT (NZ Reg – MGC3L) -shipped from
Auckland to be with them which Harvey had
insured and registered for use over a few weeks
whilst he was in UK. It is now back in Auckland!!
He took it to MG LIVE in Silverstone the following
weekend after MGC 50 too! Other cars had
driven from mainland Europe one from Norway,
another from France. That is ENTHUSIASM and
perhaps like me all realised this was a once-in-alifetime event which can never be repeated. Yes
there may be an MGC 60th but not all of us at
Chateau Impney may be even here let alone
able to attend. A sobering thought……so moving
on…!
The Cartmells and their C-Register Committee over the last 2 years had thought of absolutely
everything. We had (tulip direction) road-runs to RAF Cosford and the GWR Steam Railway near
Cheltenham. For the first 2 days about 70 cars were in attendance and, to repeat, on the main day
Saturday June 10th a total of 217 MGC’s graced the grounds of the Chateau. (This number 217 it is felt
represents about 15 per cent of the known survivors of the 9002 MGC’s made by Abingdon in total).
When we remember that well over half a million MGB’s were manufactured you can see how rare
the MGC is. The “Pride of Ownership” (we did enter that!) and “Concours” display saw almost 50 cars
paraded. I will leave it to you to imagine how perfect and pristine many of these entrants MGC’s
were and are, utterly fabulous not a speck of dirt, insect, chipped paintwork, just unbelievable and a
credit to their adoring, polishing, proud owners. The Concours Judges took ages to choose the
eventual winners since all entered in the Concours were amazing. Driving Tests, Rocker Box Racing,
Treasure Hunts, Trade stands all were there and the celebration final Gala Dinner with almost 250
people participating will never be forgotten. We doubt there could ever be a better reunion/rally
than this whatever the car marque anywhere. Having to head back to Skye we missed out on the
Sunday road run and final lunch at a National Trust Hostelry complete I am told with Morris Dancers
around a Maypole with their jingles and bells…..Many of the overseas MGC owners at MGC 50, more
than a few from North America, Australia and New
Zealand stayed in Britain for the week and went to the
National Heritage Museum at Gaydon before MG LIVE at
Silverstone; so perhaps those within the Caledonian
Centre, like Bob MacGillivray who attended that with the
Club Gazebo will have seen them and made their
acquaintance?
We secured the Farthest Travelled (UK) award for our
return journey, which covered 1439 miles. Our drive
home on June 11th and 12th saw us back into heavy rain
and gale force winds. DSU600G performed as we
expected, without a hiccup-up other than a broken
internal driver’s door mechanism at Tyndrum “Green
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welly Stop” going south. Our
average fuel consumption was
32.7 mpg and we used less than
half a pint of engine oil. We
were (sadly) the only MGC
driven there from Scotland
although Richard and Ann
Dennis from Balmullo had
planned to take their CGT but it
broke down soon after leaving
home and so they drove to the
event in their 1990’s MGF.
We who own MGC’s know
what a fine car they are and
can be made to perform as
they should with very few
inexpensive modifications to
the one’s given to the World
Press in 1967 to evaluate. A
simple matter of getting tyre
pressures
correct
makes
enormous difference! What
were
the
BMC
Press
Department (or was it BMH by
then?) thinking? The MGC has
gone from being a written off
lame duck to being regarded
as the fine long-distance cruiser
it was always hyped up to be.
Christine and I know how
fortunate we are to be the
current custodians of one of
these fine cars. I worry though
that
so
many
of
those
remaining
are
now
so
immaculate and only used on
dry sunshine days for nearby
shows otherwise cosseted in
cotton wool and “carcoons”
that we shall see even fewer in
the years ahead. On Skye we
accepted long ago that was
the case for us but if we lived in
populated green and sunny
England I would hope we
would campaign as strongly
with our classic as we do here in
the wet, road-gritted (hostile
conditions to classic cars)
Highlands.
Tim and Christine Moore.
Portree.

Annual General Meeting
Tuesday 3rd April 2018
The AGM this year will again be held in the Royal Hotel, Bridge
of Allan, gathering at 7.00pm for coffee, tea and biscuits
before the meeting at 7.30pm.
Under MG Car Club rules, the Honorary President, Chairman,
Vice Chairman, Secretary and Treasurer have to stand down
each year but can stand for re-election.
Committee members are also required to step down after
three years. This year there are three Committee members
required to step down Anne Howitt, Jim Greenhill and Peter
Jung, who if they wish can stand for re-election.
Nominations for these posts should be in the hands of the
Secretary no later than Monday 19th March 2018, please seek
the approval of anyone you wish to nominate and use the
nomination paper enclosed. Please note all nominations must
have a proposer and seconder.
Please come along and support your committee, it is your
opportunity to have your say on all matters relating to the
Centre.
Nomination papers can be emailed to mgcalsec@yahoo.com
or posted to
Nancy Crichton, 42 Turnberry Gardens, Cumbernauld, G68 0AZ.

TECHNICAL DAY
Sunday 18th February

It is back to Dreadnought
Garage and the very
accommodating Brian Luti for
our Technical Day.
We will, as in previous years
meet for lunch around
12/12.30pm at the Old Rectory
before going down to the
garage for 2pm.
The topics to be covered will
be wide and varied
interspersed with stories from
Brian Luti!
If there is a topic you would
like covered then let us know.
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I think I have the MG bug, …...
and its terminal !!!!!
I bought a Healey 3000 three years ago and decided it needed a stable mate so I looked around
and saw the MG version, a MGC Roadster. I liked the MGC that much I persuaded my partner, Sheila,
to buy a rare MGC Coupe Automatic, anyway time went on and I sold the two MGC’s to purchase a
Series 3 E-Type. As you can see I am a British Classic car NUT!!!!
So here I was without a MG, and feeling bad about
selling Sheila’s MGC I saw a stunning White 1997 MGF
with red interior and it drove like a dream. After some
hard bargaining I got the car for a very good price. I
presented the car, a total surprize to Sheila and she was
delighted. She named it Ruby!!!
Again, not being able settle I decided it needed a stable
mate, so after a search, I was off on my travels looking for
a 1950’s MG TF, White with red interior. I found one after
viewing and driving several, in Staffordshire and bought
it, an ex US 1500 TF car from Arizona. It was in a sad state,
not a total basket case but defiantly sad. After working Ruby on a run with other MG enthusiasts.
on the car, fairly continuously, I am retired, I completed a A proud Sheila in yellow scarf.
partial restoration. Well, …… a major tidy up really.
Job done, and project finished, what to do now?
Most people would be satisfied with what they had
accomplished, not me, I bought a 1949 MG TC from New
York and imported it. I eventually received the car a
month ago after its repatriation into the UK via Felixstowe.
The car was exported in 1949 to Australia and found its
way to the US in 2005.
So, what do I have planned, well this will be a major
restoration, a total strip down. The engine will be rebuilt
and race tuned and have a supercharger fitted. A ford
type nine gearbox will be fitted and a shortened drive
shaft. This work will be carried out by a recognised MG
restorer.

The TC arriving to its new home in Strathaven

The car itself is in very original condition so most of its parts will be restored/serviced and refitted. It
should be said ALL original parts not used will be cleaned and stored, in case any future purchaser
wished to return it to its original state.
Presently I am awaiting the DVLA to issue a period registration number so I can get it on the road
before the restoration starts. This is to assess the original steering box and brakes to see if they need
upgrading because of the increased power and speed.
So this is where I am at present with
the TC ready for its SGS inspection
and awaiting registration. The car
is road worthy and will be assessed
by me over a two month period
regarding what needs upgrading.
I really did enjoy my time working
on the 1955 1500 MG TF, hence
now starting the TC.
Do I have the MG bug or do I not??
Douglas J. Taylor

The MG TF 1500 receiving its “major tidy up” this year
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PRESIDENT’S WAFFLE

An MGF Trophy on Track…

I always look forward to
reading our Annual Newsletter
and I’m always amazed at the
breadth of interest in and
knowledge of MGs and the
capabilities and enthusiasm
shown by our members. Who
would have thought that an
RV8 could be found, virtually
abandoned… On Orkney!
From a Centre with only a very
few members in 1992 we have
grown in stature and respect
throughout the entire MG
World.

Motor Sport need not be expensive!

There are very few countries in
the world where you will not
find an MG or at least a
onetime MG owner. The
European Event we ran in 2013
demonstrated the spread of
countries, not just in Europe,
with an appreciation of these
fine cars. But sad to say they
are becoming scarce on British
roads so the MG Car Club has
an important part to play in
maintaining and encouraging
continued interest. As a Centre
we value the older models as
well as the latest and our shows
demonstrate this wide range.
But unfortunately due to age
many of the older models are
no longer out and about …
and I’m talking not just about
the cars! But it gives me great
pleasure to be President of
such a hardworking and
respected Centre. Joan and I
have enjoyed many events
and hope to see you all on the
2018 May Three Day Tour in our
MG TF….. a modern one!

I have been competing in the Scottish Sprint and Hill-Climb
Championship and the Cross Border Championship this year. I
had not done any sprinting or Hill-Climbing before so this was a
learning curve! Sprints are generally on short racing circuits, often
usually used for Karting, they involve from a standing start doing
under 3 laps of the circuit. Some circuits have different layouts or
are run opposite way round for different events. There is only one
car on track at once so no overtaking is required. It is against the
clock and points are based on your time compared with the lap
record for your class. The circuits are fairly flat so all corners are
visible. Hill-Climbs are similar except that they are on a hill, which
may also have downhill sections in it. This means that corners are
often over blind crests and the track may be wet in parts and dry
in others, walls and barriers are often closer to the track which is
generally narrower so are more difficult.
I have been using my yellow MGF Trophy 160 sports car. The car is
exactly as it came out of the factory with the addition of two front
towing eyes, Trophies don't have front towing eyes as standard
due to the low height of the splitter but they are needed unless
you want to be towed out backwards! I have been competing in
the A8 class for 'Marque Sports Cars'. This class is for road going
MGs (sports cars only) , Lotus, Jaguar, Porsche and the sports cars
from the likes of Mazda and Toyota. There are other classes that
have had MG ZR & ZS competing and the classic classes have
had Midgets, MGBs, TCs and PAs all competing. The sprints are at
Golspie, Boyndie near Banff, Alford (at the Grampian Transport
Museum) and at Kaimes in Ayrshire. The Hill-Climbs are at Doune,
Forrestburn (near the Harthill Services on the M8) and at Fintry in
Aberdeenshire. This is my first year in the championship and I
managed to compete at all the venues this year except Fintry. I
was also competing in the 'XBC' or Cross Border Championship
where I competed at these venues and at the Sprint at Croft in
North Yorkshire. In all I competed in a total of 14 events out of 27
between the start of April and the end of September.
In his class were generally a Lotus 211 and Mazda MX5s together
with the occasional Honda S2000, Toyota MR2 and Porsche
Cayman but no other MGs in the class except at Alford where
there was a MG TF 160. There has also been a Boxter at one

Joan & I wish you all a very
Happy MG Motoring New
Year !
Gang Warily!
Ron Spinks
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event. Some of the events, especially Golspie, were wet but during the season I had only had 2 spins
and one trip through a gravel trap fortunately avoiding the barriers. The car was reliable, if rather
underpowered against the others in the class, though in the last few events a water leak developed it
didn't cause any problems. Regrettably the brand new trailer was not as reliable and buckled,
probably after hitting a pothole, and had to be returned to the supplier. For most of the season my
wife had to drive the MG to events whilst I drove the campervan as support vehicle. As the MG is
very low at the front few trailers are suitable but near the end of the season I was able to find a
second-hand one that made travelling to events much easier.
During the year I was able to get his Competition Licence up-graded to a 'National A' licence which,
despite its name, does allow competition abroad as well! It also allows me to compete in any sort of
car in Sprints and Hill-Climbs, such as former racing cars, not just road cars.
In total there are six championships and some of the results are still provisional. In the Scottish Sprint
Championship I came 25th out of 64 and third in class, behind the two drivers of the Lotus 211. I only
did 4 of the 12 Hill-Climb events but still managed 5th out of 6 in class. A selection of the Sprints and
Hill-Climbs make up the Scottish Speed Championship where I came 41st out of 71 overall and 3rd
equal out of 6 in class. The Speed Championship is split into Highland and Lowland Championships
and in the Highland Championship I came first in class, mainly because the Lotus 211 wasn't in that
class. In the XBC, which has half its events in Northern England, only one of which I attended, I came
10th out of 13 in his class for road-going cars up to 2,000cc, which includes all the Renault Clio 172 and
182s, many of which are much more powerful than my 1,800cc MGF.
Overall the season was great fun, great experience, and surprisingly successful. The people involved
are very friendly and helpful, there was a 70th Birthday Party for a driver at one event, another driver
will be 80 this year though most drivers are much younger. One young driver of a MG ZR was able to
keep up with the Clio 182s despite both power and weight disadvantages, so skill can make up for
such factors. If you are interested in trying more than track days then it is probably the most
affordable form of competition to do in a MG and is reasonable safe in that there are no other cars
to cause accidents.
Martin Palmer
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For many years The Caledonian
Centre
has
attended
the
premier car shows in Scotland.
There is a high expectation from
everyone that the Caledonian
Centre will be there year on
year, and 2017 was no different
but 2017 was my first full year as
a newbie to the Committee and
the Show Team so being part of
the organising for shows I found
myself chucked in the deep end
and learning to swim pretty
damn quickly.
The first show of the year was
Thirlestane Castle in June and
early on the organisers for that
show announced the theme
would be “The Great British
Sportscar”.
At
Caledonian
Centre’s first Show Team meeting David Reid (who was the chairman at the time) suggested adding
the word “Iconic” to that phrase and the Caledonian Centre theme for 2017 shows was born. “MG
the Iconic British Sportscar”. How true. Running with our new found theme, I resurrected an old idea
for a show which involved using Union Jack car covers, Union Jack mirror covers, Made in Britain
labels, a huge banner, and the use of old MG adverts. Using the “MG the Iconic British Sportscar”
theme meant we had scope to cater all models and all ages on our show stands and this proved to
be the case as the Centre produced a fantastic range of MGs from Robert MacGillivray’s 1931 M
Type through to Aldo Ross’ 2016 MG GS.
Our Thirlestane site was initially worrying as it was a bit narrower than expected. So we duly stuck our
elbows out and created more space and with Tony Smith’s plan for laying out the cars, the display
soon came together. We attracted a great range of MGs, 40 in all, from all over Scotland including
Les Finnie who travelled from Elgin with his lovely MG ZTT V8. As always, the Car-BQ was present and it
was a great start of the season show which secured us a second prize for Best Car Club Stand at
show.
For MG Live at Silverstone we shared space outside the main marquee with our friends from Anglia
Centre. On what was probably the hottest ever Silverstone being outside was a good idea! We
promoted our 2018 tours & hopefully will see more entrants from England and elsewhere. Overall MG
Live is a great weekend & well worth a visit.
Next up was Glamis in July. The membership turned out in force and we had a full range of MGs on
display on what was quite a large stand. Standing back and looking at the “MG Iconic British
Sportscar” was quite impressive as there were Union Jacks in abundance. It was a fitting display for
such a Great British marque. Congratulation to Tayside MG Owners who picked up Best Club Stand at
the show.
The Ignition Festival of Speed took place in the first week of August. This was our second time at this
growing event. The stand was shared with Bo’ness Hillclimb Revival and we had a total of five cars on
display.
The Ignition Festival weekend is
establishing itself as a prestigious event for
motoring fans to visit and provides us with
excellent exposure to the motoring public and as
such, we managed to bring few new members to
the MG Car Club.
One week after Ignition we were at the Dumfries
Motor Show. This is an area of Scotland the
Caledonian Centre doesn’t often visit so it was an
ideal opportunity to spread our wings and display
our MGs. As a first venture we planned a small
display of five cars. It would be accurate to say
this Show tends to attract clubs displaying modern
cars, however with a ZT, ZS, TF, MGF and MGB GT
V8 on our stand we were in good company and
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had a steady flow of visitors. Strangely, although we were
surrounded by clubs displaying modern cars, Peter Jung’s MGB
GT V8 attracted a lot of attention! It was a successful visit to
Dumfries and we plan to return again with a larger range of
cars.
Bo’ness Hillclimb Revival. This year we were sited at the opposite
side of the arena from our position in 2016. As is the norm at
Bo’ness, the Saturday is quieter than Sunday due to the cars
taking part in the organised Rally. But onto the Sunday…. Now
this show was arguably our best show of 2017! Tony Smith
produced a cracking layout for our MGs. We had 39 cars which
provided a handsome display ensuring we had a busy stand throughout the day. We were placed
third for Best Car Club Stand at the show. Well done to the Jaguar Drivers Club who picked up first
place. It’s clear that other car clubs are putting more time and effort into their stand and following
the standards set by Caledonian Centre over the years. Possibly we are a victim of our own success in
that respect and we are now seeing the emergence of other clubs pick up first or second place
awards that they have not done previously.
Just a quick note to thank the people who are not always seen but their contribution is invaluable for
making shows successful. Janet MacGillivray for her catering wizardry and the Caledonian Centre
members who help staff the gazebos during the shows. Regalia is always available at shows and 2017
saw Tony Smith and Lorraine Noble Thompson take
over responsibility so thanks to them and to Barclay
Henderson. Thanks to the different members who
gave their time to ensure we have the Car-BQ at the
shows. Thanks to David Reid for getting the show
trailer to and from the shows. Finally thanks to the
various Centre members who help set up and
dismantle the gazebos and other bits and bobs that
make up the stand. There are too many to mention
but you know who you are, many thanks.
Glenn Neilson
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A Chance Remark adds another piece
of the history of AWG 34

You may remember an article in one of our earlier News Letters about a man who sold his MG TC in
order to buy an engagement ring. Well this wee story is not dissimilar.
My daughter in law decided that I was not meeting enough people of my own age, well that’s a
laugh for a start, so I headed off to the first meeting of the “Blether and a Cuppa”’ in the new
Medical Centre at Eastwood in Clarkston. After a few visits I got friendly with a man that was unable
to drive anymore and offered to collect him each Tuesday to take him to the meetings. We got
talking about cars, now there is a surprise, and he told me that he had owned an XJS and was very
upset when he had to sell it. During one of the Meetings we got onto the subject of cars again and I
told him that I owned an MGB and another member of the assembled company, David Hill, piped up
with “I owned an MG, a TC and I remember the number it was AWG34, I wonder if it is still about? I
would think that the registration number will be valuable, £300-£400”, little did he know. Well that was
the start of a research project, “I will see what I can find out about it for you” I said.
So off home I went and fired up the Computer and with
the power of the internet I found a couple of photos of
the car in colour with a strange looking guy in the driving
seat wearing a 1930s flying helmet and one of the car
competing in what looked like Bo’ness, but I was put off
by the lack straw bales. So I decided that it was not
Bo’ness, wrong, it was in Bo’ness 2011. That indicated
that the car was “Alive” recently, so on to the DVLA site
to see if it had been MOTed recently, yes it had, in 2011.
Made a few phone calls to see if I could identify where
the last MOT had been done but sadly that was a dead
end, next stop the T Register, phoned them, no trace of
it there either. I then typed in the Registration number
and up popped a forum with the registration number in
big bold letters and the name of a person asking a
question about slack steering; it was Iain Wright, the
strange man in the flying helmet! So I had identified the
owner and that the car was still alive, very alive indeed!
It was at Bo’ness in 2011 when Iain had a “wee shot” at
the hill climb. The car has been in “hospital” a few times
since but has fully recovered from all operations.
Armed with all this information I told the earlier owner
David Hill that I had found the car and it was alive and
well. David was sure he had a photo of the car and set
about looking for it, and found it after a search
amongst the usual boxes that one keeps with all the photos that you take over the years of auntie
Ginny, Gran and Grandpa, your son and daughter aged one and three quarters etc.
I spoke to Iain and told him I had now got a photo of the car in the sixties, he was delighted. A few
days later I told David of Iain’s delight at the news of the photo and said I would speak to Iain to see if
he could come and see the car sometime. Iain was more than happy to oblige and a date was set
for a “viewing”, Iain very kindly offered to pop over to Clarkston so that David could see the car. It
appeared that the car had not ventured very far in its life about 15 miles at the most from Clarkston.
David had bought the car from Scottish Motor Services,
Woodlands Road at Charing Cross for the princely sum of
David Hill and his Mother in the sixties
£100 and had driven as far as Manchester at one point,
David also remembered, only just, that the car had been
black and had tan upholstery and he was very proud of
the fact that he had replaced the clutch in the road
outside his house in very wet weather, with the hood up!
Do any TC owners remember doing a similar exercise I
wonder?
Iain duly arrived at David’s house in the TC, now red, with
hood down on a sunny morning, the smile on David’s face
was a joy to see.
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There was a lot of inspecting of the car by David and his son
Jonathan and chat about where it had been in its life; the car
had been owned by a person that lived only a few miles
away in Carmunock. Now the best bit for David was a “wee”
run up to East Kilbride and back. On his return his smile was
even bigger.
David was a little taken aback by the value of the car today
and that the registration number had had a zero added to
the value. To add little bit more of a sting, he sold the car for
£200 in in the early sixties, well he did make a profit! “I
probably should have mothballed it instead of selling it” was
David’s reaction to this information, hindsight is a wonderful
thing.

David Hill in 2017

David’s chance remark has added another piece of the jigsaw to the history of AWG34.
Internet Rules OK!!
Willy Scott

Following the success of the
pervious two years Tribute
Nights we have again
arranged to return to
Scotland’s Hotel, Pitlochry in
March with a great deal for
the weekend with Elvis!
Two night package including a full Crerar Hotel breakfast each morning, three course
dinner on Friday and Saturday evenings with the live Elvis tribute act after dinner on
Saturday night. PLUS 20% off pre-booked Spa Treatments.
All for £105 per person Dinner, Bed and Breakfast.

The Isobel Smith Award for Excellence
Those of us who knew Isobel Smith were saddened when earlier
this year she lost her long time battle with cancer. She was a
regular attender at Caledonian Centre events with her husband
Tony and despite her illness was always bright, cheerful and with
a positive outlook. For many years she assisted Tony with regalia
and put a tremendous amount of effort into this especially in the
lead up to EEOTY Aviemore 2013 and was also active in assisting
Tony with event routes and in helping with catering at shows.
During her illness she would set herself goals and achieved them
displaying high standards in the process and while the Centre
committee were surprised to receive a bequest in her will it was
no surprise to note that she wished this to be used for a new
award…’ The Isobel Smith Award for Excellence’.
This award is unlikely to be made every year as it will require a
demonstration of outstanding excellence to merit receiving it
but on reflection the committee were pleased to select a
recipient this year.
The first recipient is someone who joined the MG Car Club in
1996 and the Caledonian Centre committee in 2005 and then
served as committee Chairman for two periods from 2006 to
2010 and also 2015 to 2017. In addition he was part of the small
group who organised the 2013 Aviemore EEOTY and has also served the Centre in other ways from
storing equipment to printing. But no matter what he has been involved in he set high standards. But
the committee also wished to recognise the support of his wife in his service so the decision was
made that the first recipients of the award should be ‘David and Jackie Reid’
The picture shows Tony Smith presenting the award to David and Jackie in November.
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An MG ZS -18 months of ownership Registration WR04 BZX Solar Red
Why was it decided to look for and purchase a ZS well Isobel
couldn’t get warm enough in the Magnette. She loved to drive
and despite having a servo and 5 speed gearbox it was just a bit
heavy and cool inside. We needed a modern MG saloon! So what
were the options ZR, ZS, ZT, ZTT or an even more modern one like
an MG3.

The bonnets been sprayed and
four new tyres purchased
(Goodyear Efficient Grips) with
little road noise and a
comfortable compliant ride.
That’s all just the clock to
change when I build up the
courage to pull out the centre
consul. Oh and the front seats
recovered by Craig Byers in
Bishopbriggs. Lovely job and
the leather matches perfectly in
colour (Anticquo Rosso).
So far the car has done 3000
miles in 2016 and 2000 miles in
2017. Its been to 7 shows with
the club and been on 3 x 3 day
tours and 1 x 5 day tour mostly
with Isobel driving during 2016.

After looking at the population of MG saloons in the Caledonian
Centre we decided to look for a 5 door ZS. There were a lot out
there high milers and Questionable condition. Suddenly one
evening there it was on Ebay I think - a very nice looking 5 door
example.
And it was nearby in Helensburgh! A quick trip to see the owner,
look at and drive the car. Instant decision made and as Isobel said
it was a no brainer that you were going to buy!
So what was the car – an 04 plate ZS 5 door in a good MG colour. I
would be the second owner, it had only 31500 miles on the clock
and I could see from the history that many of the weaker points
had been attended to ie, Head Gasket, Clutch, and Discs etc.
It had some faults such as bonnet paintwork peeling, the clock
didn’t work and the front seat bolsters were badly torn on both
chairs in the usual back pocket place.
What was the specification of this car – 120+ 5 door hatch with air
conditioning, electric windows, 17” alloys, front fogs, and 2 tone
Monaco seats.
What did it cost – about 1/10th of that achieved for the Magnette
sale!
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The key attributes of the car are
as follows; Smooth, Great
Performance and Torque, Comfortable Sharp Handling and
Road- holding
Practical – it can carry regalia,
4 seats, show gear – even a
gazebo.
This ZS is a cult car in a good
MG colour. A five door good
looker with fast car dynamics.
They are cheap as chips – as
Dave Stewart would say a “
pocket money car” – it puts a
smile on your face and its an
MG!!
Tony Smith

Do we need another project?

It all started quite innocently as these things often do and
quickly
took
on
a
life
of
its
own.
I had been to view some unwanted equipment for
possible donation to our Orkney Men’s Shed and on
returning with the donor to his place of work the car park
was full, so he left his van down a nearby alleyway. As we
left the van I spied the corner of a green sports car and
dismissed it as an MGF - no offence to owners of these
vehicles but they are not on my list for possible ownership.
A second glance and a firm rebuke from my friend made
me take a closer look - this was a forlorn looking MGR V8,
complete with MGR number. Dumped amongst
unwanted pallets and other dross, two tyres were flat, there was green slimy mould on most of the
roof and water in the floors and the wheels looked as though they might have been immersed in salt how can anyone leave a car to get like that?
Following a brief discussion with the owner the following day it was ours! Oh, and before you ask - yes
it was cheap!
Christine and I decided it might be nice to bring it back from the dead and use it next season for a
show or two - something we have done many times before with cars and motorcycles.
It was delivered the following Wednesday and after finding that the oil was quite clean - and most
things still worked, was running and driving by the Friday. It has like many cars, rather a convoluted
story and appears that after 3 owners in the first 6 years, was brought to Orkney and left virtually
unused, first in a showroom then much less well cared for, for some years until we bought it. If it had
lain unloved for another winter it could have ended up being worth nothing more than expensive
scrap.
It’s a UK car with VIN number 309, so quite early. The original tool roll was still there (including torch!)
but the spare and jack have wandered off. Even the wheel chocks are unused.
The interior was very dirty but eminently salvageable and only the door cappings have deteriorated
badly. The screen frame will come in for some much needed tlc.
A few weeks of drying out, deep cleaning, claying and
waxing have brought the paintwork to a pleasing standard
and wheels are well on the way to being acceptable.
These cars were probably painted properly by a dedicated
man in overalls rather than by a robot controlled by an
accountant.
We’ve stripped the drivers seat to its
component parts and resprayed the frames, runners and
packings and now await the leather dye from Furniture
Clinic to complete that bit ready for reassembly.
A full brake overhaul will obviously be done, together with
all bodily fluids being changed and the usual expendable ignition bits replaced. Needless to say,
new tyres will be on the ‘to do’ list but not until Spring.
Ian and Christine Stallard

The title ‘Fish, Films’ tells you only a little bit about the evening!
The Ladies are “cooking” something up we believe.

To be held at
Kirkintilloch Golf Club

Fish suppers will be available on the night with chicken, sausage or
haggis alternatives, all are accompanied by bread, butter and tea or
coffee at a cost of £8.00 per head.
Not only that but we will have a selection of MG, motor sport and
general car related films to show, and for anyone not into motoring
films there will be an activity for the ladies, they are working on it !!
So it’s an evening for both men and women. So come along at 6.30pm
for eats, with the films starting at around 7.30pm.

Thursday 18th January 6.30pm

The last two years were great evenings and 2018 will be equally as good!
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